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Institutional Shareholders' Committee publishes code on the responsibilities of institutional investors

In November 2009, the Institutional Shareholders' Committee (ISC) published a new code of responsibility for institutional investors. The code sets out best practice for those institutions that choose to engage with companies as part of their investment strategy.

The code sets out seven main principles with guidance and applies on a comply or explain basis. Those institutional investors that do not wish to engage should state publicly that the code is not relevant to them and explain why. Institutions that elect to engage should provide a statement on how they implement the principles in practice and what steps have been or will be taken in respect of verification. Institutions that apply the code will be listed on the ISC's website.

The members of the ISC are the Association of British Insurers, the Association of Investment Trust Companies, the National Association of Pension Funds and the Investment Management Association.

View the [ISC code on the responsibilities of institutional investors](http://www.shepwedd.co.uk/knowledge/article/1049-2645/institutional-shareholders-committee-publishes-code-on-the-responsibilities-of-institutional-investors) (6 page pdf).

View the [ISC website](http://www.shepwedd.co.uk/knowledge/article/1049-2645/institutional-shareholders-committee-publishes-code-on-the-responsibilities-of-institutional-investors).
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- [Proposed changes to AIM Rules – Disclosure of directors' remuneration and electronic communication with shareholders](http://www.shepwedd.co.uk/knowledge/article/1049-2645/institutional-shareholders-committee-publishes-code-on-the-responsibilities-of-institutional-investors)
- [Companies Act 2006 - BIS consults on statements of capital](http://www.shepwedd.co.uk/knowledge/article/1049-2645/institutional-shareholders-committee-publishes-code-on-the-responsibilities-of-institutional-investors)
- [RiskMetrics Group – Draft policy on notice periods for general meetings of listed companies](http://www.shepwedd.co.uk/knowledge/article/1049-2645/institutional-shareholders-committee-publishes-code-on-the-responsibilities-of-institutional-investors)
- [Takeover Code – Consultation on proposed amendments to Rule 5.2](http://www.shepwedd.co.uk/knowledge/article/1049-2645/institutional-shareholders-committee-publishes-code-on-the-responsibilities-of-institutional-investors)
• **ABI publishes amended guidance on directors' powers to allot shares and disapply pre-emption rights and on own share purchases**
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